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A general specification framework based on the notion of indexed categories is introduced in order 
to study the structural aspects of specifications independent of the underlying logics. Similar to 
institutions this concept of specification frames allows to formulate a unified structural theory of 
various kinds of algebraic specifications which have been studied separately in the literature before. 
In contrast to institutions we do not require to have satisfaction relations and conditions which 
allows to handle also behavioural specifications and semantics and various concepts of constraints 
in this framework. 
In this framework we generalize the well-known theory of parameterized algebraic specifications 
with initial semantics from the equational case to specification frames satisfying mainly three basic 
axioms: The existence of pushouts, free constructions and amalgamation. Moreover, an axiomatic 
treatment of restriction is presented which allows to study in addition to refinement also implemen- 
tations of parameterized specifications including restrictions. Finally we present an axiomatic 
framework for functorial semantics which opens the way to apply the theory not only to initial 
semantics but also to other kinds of functorial semantics, including final and specific kinds of loose 
semantics. 
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The aim of this paper is to generalize the structural theory of equational algebraic 
specifications presented in the EATCS-monographs “Fundamentals of Algebraic 
Specification I”(see 1211) in a suitable categorical framework. Suitable in this context 
means on one hand a small number of categorical concepts which allow to develop 
a general theory such that we obtain all the essential concepts and results in [21] and 
for equational algebraic specifications as special cases. On the other hand the theory 
should be general enough to cover all other kinds of algebraic specifications for which 
similar concepts and results have been developed already in the literature or turn out 
to be valid in the future. Especially we have been interested in projection specifications 
for combined process and data types (see [34,23,33]), in different kinds of behav- 
ioural specifications (see [52,45,24,46]) and in combination of specifications with 
different kinds of constraints (see [52,6,16,26, 13,221). We have recognized that the 
results for parameterized specifications, parameter passing and refinement in these 
cases are essentially based on the existence of pushouts and free constructions as well 
as validity of suitable versions of the amalgamation and extension lemma as presented 
in 1211 for the equational case. It is important to point out that the existence of free 
constructions and amalgamation fails to be true in general in some of these examples. 
e.g. general free constructions do not exist for specifications with constraints and 
amalgamation fails for behavioural specifications w.r.t. general pushouts. Under suit- 
able restrictions, however, like induced body constraints in [22] and an “observation 
preserving property” for pushouts (see [46]), the results are still valid and we have to 
take care to choose the categorical framework such that these cases can also be handled. 
Certainly, the theory of institutions (see [30,54,3,32]) might be one possible 
candidate for such a categorical framework because “institution independence” has 
been one of the main keywords in the literature to express independence of the theory 
from the underlying logic of the specifications. In fact, our framework based on 
indexed categories (see [40,7]) 1s very similar to institutions and seems to be 
even more suitable to generalize the theory of 1211 to a purely categorical level. We 
have started to advocate the notion “specification logic” in our invited paper for 
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ICALP’89 [24]. It was introduced in a restricted sense in [41] in order to classify 
different kinds of first order logical specifications. A specification logic in the sense of 
[24] consists of a pair (ASPEC, Cat) where ASPEC is a category of “abstract 
specifications” and Cat : ASPEC OP-+CATCAT is a “model functor”, that associates to 
every specification SPEC in ASPEC a category of models CAT(SPEC). The 
interpretation is that each object in CAT(SPEC) satisfies the specification SPEC. This 
avoids to have an explicit satisfaction relation between models and axioms or 
sentences as given in institutions (see [30,32]). In fact, an explicit satisfaction relation 
is not needed in our theory. On the other hand several colleagues pointed out to us 
that the notion “specification logic” for this general concept might be confusing 
because essential parts of logic, like axioms, satisfaction and deduction, are missing, 
although they are available in all our examples of a specification logic. Taking into 
account this critizism we have decided to speak of a “specification frame” instead of 
a “specification logic” in this paper and other ones using the same concept (see 
Cl7,111). 
In Section 2 of this paper we introduce “specification frames” as a general frame- 
work for specifications and discuss the relationship to institutions and to indexed 
categories as discussed in the literature up to now. In fact, we have to assume 
additional properties like existence of pushouts, free constructions in suitable cases, 
amalgamation and extension in order to develop the structural theory of specifica- 
tions. Since the properties are different for different parts of the theory we have 
avoided to require them as part of the definition of specification frames. 
What is the structural theory of specifications in our sense? It includes mainly 
concepts for structuring, correctness and compositionality of specification in the sense 
of specification and programming in the large (see [6,28,46,9]), but not operational 
semantics, proof theory and corresponding tools for algebraic-specifications which also 
play an important role in theory and applications of algebraic specifications (see [8]). 
In this paper we consider the structural theory of parameterized specifications in 
the spirit of initial algebra semantics (see [21]) which includes actualization as main 
operation on parameterized specifications-together with corresponding correctness 
and compositionality results-and refinement as well as implementation including 
a suitable restriction construction. In fact, we present a new axiomatic approach to 
restriction which allows to obtain the desired results for R-implementations to be 
compatible with actualization in our general framework. 
Although the spirit of our semantical concepts is initial algebra semantics we are 
able to formulate all the results in the framework of a new axiomatic concept of 
functorial semantics: we only assume to have a class of semantical functors which is 
closed under composition and extension. This applies not only to free but also to 
cofree constructions and to polymorphic semantical concepts, like all or all strongly 
persistent functors. This allows to include also concepts and results for final algebra 
semantics generalizing corresponding results of Ganzinger [29] and some aspects of 
parameterized specifications with loose semantics (see [6,53]). For a detailed dis- 
cussion of loose semantics of parameterized specifications in our framework we refer 
to [17]. A more detailed motivation and overview for the different topics of this paper 
is given in the introduction of each section. 
For a summary of the main results we refer to our conclusion in Section 9. 
Finally let us point out that our structural theory of specifications in a specification 
frame has already been applied to some concepts of algebraic module specifications in 
[ 141 and [lo] where we mainly have considered the composition operation on 
module specifications. In [l l] the main horizontal structuring concepts and results of 
[22] will be generalized to our new framework. 
2. General framework for specifications 
In this section we introduce a general framework for specifications which will be 
used in the following sections to formulate the functorial theory of parameterized 
specifications. This general framework is based on the notion of an indexed category 
(see [40,7]). An indexed category is a (contravariant) functor C:Ind”P-+CATCAT 
from an index category Ind to the “quasicategory” CATCAT of all categories. This 
notion leads immediately to our notion of a “specification frame” SF=(ASPEC, Cat) 
if we interprete the index category Ind as a category ASPEC of abstract specifications 
and the functor as a model functor Cat :ASPECP-+CATCAT assigning to each 
specification SPEC in ASPEC a category Cat(SPEC) of models of SPEC. We use the 
names “specification frame”, “abstract specifications”. “model functor” and “model 
category” instead of the corresponding terminology of indexed categories in order to 
show in which way we want to use these notions as a general framework for 
specifications. Of course, we will use the theory of indexed categories as presented in 
[40] and [7] and its close connection with hbred categories (see [37,35,4]) as far as it 
is appropriate for an abstract theory of specifications. In [ 123 we have done a first step 
into this direction where our category of generalized morphisms corresponds to the 
hbred category constructed from an indexed category by flattening. In this paper. 
however, we only need the relationship between syntax (category of abstract specifica- 
tions) and semantics (model categories) and some basic notions how to com- 
bine specifications (pushouts) and the corresponding models (amalgamation), how 
to construct models freely (free construction) and how to extend constructions 
(extensions). 
On the other hand indexed categories and specifications frames are closely related 
to the notion of institutions (see 130,321) and the concepts of general logic as 
presented in [42]. But we do not need an explicit notion of satisfaction or deduction 
for the structured theory of parameterized specifications in this paper. Moreover, one 
of the most important variant of algebraic specifications, the notion of behavioural 
specifications (see [52,45,24]), fails to be an institution because the satisfaction 
condition is not valid (see [lo]). These issues and the close relationship between 
specification frames and institutions will be discussed in this section and in Section 
7 where we introduce constraints for specifications frames. 
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Definition 2.1 (Specifcution~fiame). (1) A spec$cution frame SF =(ASPEC, Cat) con- 
sists of a category ASPEC, called cutryory of (abstract) specijcutions, and a functor 
Cat : ASPEC”P+CATCAT, called model functor. 
(2) Objects and morphisms in ASPEC are called specijcations and specification 
morphisms respectively. 
(3) For each specification SPEC in ASPEC the category Cat(SPEC) is called 
category qf‘SPEC-models, and for each specification morphismf: SPECl +SPEC2 the 
functor Cat( .f’) : Cat(SPEC2)+Cat(SPECl) is called forgetful functor Vr associated 
tof, i.e. Vr=Cat(f). 
Remark. From a categorical point of view the notion of a specification frame is 
equivalent to the notion of an indexed category (see [40,7]). We only have adapted the 
names to be intuitive within a general framework for specifications. In some previous 
papers (e.g. [24, lo] and [12]) we have used the name “specification logic” instead of 
“specification frame”. The close relationship to institutions ([30,32]) and additional 
syntactical and semantical properties will be discussed in Example 2.2 and 2.3-2.6. 
Examples 2.2 (Spec$cation frames). (1) The equurionul spec$cation jkme 
EQSF = (SPEC, Cat) consists of the category SPEC of equational algebraic specifica- 
tions and the functor Cat assigning to each specification SPEC in SPEC the category 
Alg(SPEC), i.e. Cat(SPEC) = Alg(SPEC). Replacing equations by conditional equa- 
tions we obtain the conditional equutionul specijcution fixme CEQSF. 
(2) For each institution INST=(SIGN, Sen, Mod, I=) the corresponding specifica- 
tion frame SF(INST)= (ASPEC, Cat) is defined in the following way: We take ASPEC 
to be the category of all presentations (SIG, E), where SIG is an object in SIGN and 
E a subset of all sentences Sen(SIG), and all presentation morphisms, and Cat(SIG, E) 
to be the full subcategory of Mod(SIG) satisfying all sentences E. Using closed sets 
E of sentences we can replace presentations by theories. Conversely, each specification 
frame SF =(ASPEC, Cat) defines a trivial institution INSTO =(ASPEC, 8, Cat, 8) with 
empty sentence functor and empty satisfaction relation. 
(3) The behavioral equational specijicationj-ume BEQSF =(BSPEC, BCat) consists 
of the category BSPEC of behavioral specifications and the functor BCat assigning to 
each behavioral specification BSPEC the category Beh(BSPEC) (see [45,46]). Behav- 
ioral specification cannot be seen as an institution in the obvious way because the 
behavioral satisfaction of equations violates the satisfaction condition (see [lo]). 
Hence behavioral specification is an important example of a specification formalism 
which can be studied in the framework of specification frames but not directly in the 
framework of institutions. 
(4) The projection specification frame PROSF =(PROSPEC, PCat) consists of the 
category PROSPEC of projection specifications and the functor PCat assigns to each 
projection specification PROSPEC the category Cat,,,,,,,,,(PROSPEC) of all com- 
plete and separated projection algebras satisfying PROSPEC (see [23] and [34]). 
(5) Other examples of specification frames will be discussed in Section 7. 
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Definition 2.3 (Free constructions and persistency). (1) A specification frame SF has 
free constructions if for every specification morphism f: SPECl +SPECZ in ASPEC 
there is a functor F,-: Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC) called free construction of,f; which is 
left adjoint to V,-. 
(2) F, (and, in general, any functor F:Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC2)) is said to be 
strongly persistent if V, d F,= ID. Given a strongly persistent free functor F, it can be 
shown that each identity id, : A -+A = VJ(FJ(A)) has the universal property (see [lo]). 
We therefore assume the unit to be the identity whenever Ff is strongly persistent. 
(3) A specification morphism f is called strongly liberal if there is a strongly 
persistent free functor Ff left adjoint to I+. 
Remark. Free constructions have been used at the model level to give semantics to 
parameterized specifications. Equational specification frame EQSF and CEQSF, 
behavioral equational specification frame BEQSF and projection specification frame 
PROSF have free constructions (see [21,45] and [34]). In contrast most specification 
frames with constraints to be introduced in Section 7 do not have free constructions in 
general, although specification morphisms are strongly liberal. 
Definition 2.4 (Pushouts). A specification frame SF=(ASPEC,Cat) has pushouts if 
the category ASPEC has pushouts. 
Remark. Pushouts are the operations, at the specification level, used to combine 
specifications. Essentially, if we want to put together two specifications SPECl and 
SPEC2 having a common subspecification SPECO, the pushout, SPEC3, of SPECl 
and SPEC2 with respect to SPECO would provide the right combination. Almost all 
specification frames of practical interest have pushouts (see 1211 for more details). 
Definition 2.5 (Amalyamation.s). A specification frame SF has arnalgarnations, if for 
every pushout diagram (1) in ASPEC (see Fig. 1). we have, 
(1) For every AiECat(SPECi) (i=O, 1,2) such that 
V,,(Al)=AO= f&(A2) 
there is a unique A3sCat(SPEC3), called amalgamation of A 1 and A2 via AO, written 
A3=Al +/,,,A2, 
such that we have 
I 
V,,(A3)=.41 and I&(.43)=,42. 
(2) Conversely, every A3:Cat(SPEC3) has a unique decomposition 
x43= V,,(A3)+ V,, ,1(‘43) f&(,43). 
(3) Similar properties to (1) and (2) above are required if we replace objects Ai by 
morphisms hi in Cat(SPEC) for i=O, 1,2,3 leading to a unique amalgamated sum of 
morphisms h3=hl +hOh2 with V,,(h3)=hl and V,,(h3)=h2. 
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SPECO f’ bSPECI 
f-2 1 (1) 1 gl 
SPEC2- SPEC3 
g2 
Fig. I. 
Remarks. (1) In fact, Properties 1 to 3 above are equivalent to the fact that the 
following diagram is a pullback in the category CATCAT of categories, i.e. Cat 
transforms pushouts into pullbacks, see Fig. 2. 
(2) Amalgamation allows to define the semantics of a combined specification 
purely on the semantical level as the class of all possible amalgamations of the 
specifications which are combined. If amalgamations do exist, however, this class is 
the same as Cat(SPEC3). The specification frames EQSF, CEQSF and PROSF have 
amalgamation but the behavioral equational specification frame, for example, has not. 
In particular, in the latter case, not all, but at least pushouts satisfying the “observa- 
tion preserving property” [46] have associated amalgamation. 
Definition 2.6 (Extensions and ,fiee extensions). Given a specification frame SF= 
(ASPEC, Cat), a pushout diagram (1) as in 2.5, and a strongly persistent functor 
F: Cat(SPECO)+Cat(SPECl) 
a strongly persistent functor 
F* :Cat(SPEC2)+Cat(SPEC3) 
is called extension of F via f2 if the diagram (2) of Fig. 3 commutes. 
(2) An extension F * of F via f2 is called unique if for every strongly persistent 
functor G: Cat(SPEC3) s.t. (2) commutes with G instead of F * we have G = F *. 
(3) An extension F * of F via ,f2 is called fvee extension if F is unique extension, 
F = Ffl is free construction off1 and F * = Fg2 is free construction of 92. 
“Cl 
Cal(SPECO)~Cat(SPECl) 
Cat(SPEC2)4 
“g2 
Cat(SPEC3) 
Fig. 2. 
Cat(SPECO)F Cat(SPEC1) 
72 
T 
(2) 
T 
V 
gl 
Cat(SPEC2) 
F* 
) Cat(SPEC3) 
Fig. 3. 
(4) The specification frame SF l~a.s r.~trn.siorz.s (unique e.~t~.sion.s resp. ,fkr r.~fcn- 
sions) if for every pushout diagram (1) as in 2.5 and every strongly persistent functor 
(resp. strongly persistent free functor) F as above there is an extension (unique 
extension resp. free extension) F* of F via,/“. 
Remarks. Extension is often needed if we want to have compatibility between the 
semantics of certain specification building operations defined at the specification and 
at the model levels. The equational and the conditional specification frame do have 
unique extensions and free extensions (see [21]) and so has behavioral equational 
specification frame under the same conditions under which it has amalgamations. In 
the latter case, if we consider view specification morphisms instead of behavioral 
specification morphism leading to the view specification frame VIEWSF, then 
VIEWSF does not have amalgamations, but a restricted form of extensions (see 
145. lo]). However, in most examples it is easier to verify amalgamations than 
extensions and the following result shows that amalgamations are sufficient to have 
extensions. 
Theorem 2.7 (Extension by amalgamation). I~‘N .spec,lfic,rrliott,f~~tttz~~ SE‘ = (ASPEC. Cat) 
bus ~ttnalgcrt~lcrtiot~.s the11 SF hc~s utliqur c.~trt~siot~.s c1t7tl ,fiw cstcr~siot~s. The c.~tm.siotts 
ure us fit110w.s. 
F*(A2)= A2+,,,, F(A0) 
Proof. The amalgamated extension F* of F is well-defined because we have 
V,, F(AO)= A0 by strong persistency of F. The uniqueness of F* follows from 
uniqueness of amalgamation. If E’ is a strongly persistent free construction of,fl. i.e. 
F= F,,, then the proof for the Extension Lemma in [2l] can be generalized to show 
that also F * is a strongly persistent free construction of 82. i.e. E‘* = E’,, In both cases 
we can assume without loss of generality that the universal morphisms arc identities 
(see [lo]). 0 
Definition 2.8 (Foundrd). A specification frame SF =(ASPEC, Catmod) is called 
,&uI&~, if ASPEC has a distinguished initial object, called initictl .sprcjfic~ution @SPEC, 
and Catmod(@SPEC) is the final object U in CATCAT consisting exactly of one object 
1 and one morphism idI. 
Remark. EQSF as well as most other interesting examples of specification frames are 
founded. where @SPEC is the empty specification. 
3. Parameterized specifications and actualization 
The concept of parameterized specifications and parameter passing, also called 
actualization, was developed in [56,20], and [18,19] for equational algebraic speci- 
fications with initial semantics. The full structural theory can be found in [21] while 
proof theoretical conditions for correctness, completeness, consistency and 
persistency are studied in [48,49]. In this section we extend the full structural theory 
of parameterized specifications and parameter passing from the equational case in 
[21] to the case of abstract specifications in a specification frame SF with pushouts, 
free constructions, amalgamation and extension as introduced in Section 2. In fact, for 
several constructions and results we only need weaker assumptions. The main results 
of this section are correctness and compositionality of actualization (Theorem 3.4) and 
induced model correctness (Theorem 3.5) which are both essential properties for 
specification languages like ACT ONE (see [21]). Moreover, in Sections 7 and 8 we 
will show how the free functor semantics of abstract parameterized specifications can 
be extended to other kinds of functorial semantics and to parameterized specifications 
with constraints such that the full theory developed in this section is still valid. 
General assumptions 3.1. In this section we assume to have a specification frame 
SF=(ASPEC, Cat). For most constructions we require pushouts, and extensions, in 
some cases amalgamations. For correct parameterized specifications we require to 
have strongly liberal specification morphisms: s: PAR+BOD, which means that we 
have a strongly persistent free functor F,: Cat(PAR)+Cat(BOD). But we do not need 
the full generality of a specification frame with free constructions. Moreover, we refer 
to section 8 how to replace free constructions by other kinds of semantical functors. 
For all results concerning the special case of standard parameter passing we require 
that SF is founded and has amalgamations. 
Definition 3.2 (Parameterized specijcations). Let SF be any specification frame. 
(1) A purameterized specijcation in SF 
PSPEC =(PAR, BOD, s) 
consists of specifications PAR, called parameter spec$cation, and BOD, called body 
specijication, in ASPEC and an ASPEC-morphism s : PAR+BOD. 
(2) The semantics of PSPEC is given by the class of all free constructions 
F,: Cat(PAR)+Cat(BOD) 
of s: PAR-+BOD (see 2.3), where each of these functors is called semantical,functor of 
PSPEC. 
(3) PSPEC is called (internally) correct, if there is a strongly persistent free con- 
struction F, of s, called correct semuntical,functor of PSPEC. 
(4) PSPEC with semantical functor F,:Cat(PAR)+Cat(BOD) is called model 
correct w.r.t. a model ,functor M: Cat(MPAR)-+Cat(MBOD) and specification 
Fs 
CaWAR)-Cat(BOD) 
V 
P 
t 
= 
t 
‘b 
Cat(MPAR)A Cat(MBOD) 
Fig. 4. 
morphisms m:MPAR+MBOD, p: MPAR+PAR and h: MBOD+BOD with 
h I m = s r p, if the diagram of Fig. 4 commutes. 
Remarks (1) In the standard case, where SF is founded (see 2.8) and PAR =@SPEC is 
the distinguished initial specification in ASPEC, a parameterized specification 
PSPEC = (@SPEC, BOD, s) can be uniquely represented by the (unparameterized) 
specification BOD. In this case a free construction F,:Cat(@SPEC)-+Cat(BOD) is 
uniquely given by the image F,(l) in Cat(BOD) which is an initial object in Cat(BOD). 
Hence the semantics of PSPEC resp. BOD is the class of all initial objects in 
CAT(BOD). It is (internally) correct if and only if there is at least one initial object 
1 r,oD in CAT(MBOD). IBoD is model correct w.r.t. an object M in Cat (MBOD) with 
morphism h: MBOD+BOD if we have V,(I,o,)=M, where we assume 
MPAR=@SPEC in this case. 
(2) In the general case it is well-known that free constructions are unique up to 
natural isomorphism. This means that the semantics of PSPEC=(PAR, BOD, s) can 
be represented by any free construction F, of s provided that at least one 
exists. Otherwise the semantics of PSPEC is an empty class which corresponds to 
undefinedness. 
(3) In the following “correct” without prefix always means “internally correct”. 
Definitions 3.3 (Actualization). Let SF be a specification frame with pushouts. Given 
parameterized specifications 
PSPECi=(PARi,BODi,si) for i= 1.2 
and a specification morphism h : PAR 1 + BOD2, called parameter passing morphi.sm, 
the actualization cfPSPEC1 by PSPEC2 via h is the parameterized specification 
PSPEC3 =(PAR3, BOD3. s3), written 
PSPEC3 = PSPECl*,, PSPEC2. 
where we have PAR3=PAR2, BOD3 the pushout object of sl and h in the pushout 
diagram ( 1) of Fig. 5, and s3 = ~1’~~ s2 
The pushout diagram (1) of Fig. 5 is called parameter passirug d&ram. 
Remarks. (1) Actualization of PSPECl by PSPEC2 is called parameferized pclra- 
meter passing in [21]. 
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PAR1 .sl. BOD 1 
h 
I 
(1) h’ 
PAR2 & BOM 
Sl’ I 
b BOD3 
I = 4 
s3 
Fig. 5. 
(2) In the standard case (see Remark 1 of 3.2) with PAR2=@SPEC the para- 
meterized specifications PSPEC2 and PSPEC3 can be uniquely represented by the 
specifications BOD2 and BOD3 respectively. This special case is called standard 
uctuulizatinn, written 
BOD3 = PSPECl *,, BOD2. 
which corresponds to standard parameter passing in 121). 
(3) Semantics and correctness of parameter passing in the sense of [21] will be 
discussed in Remarks 2 and 3 of 3.4. 
Theorem 3.4 (Correctness and compositionality of actualization). Given CI .speciJcution 
,frume SF with pushouts and jiiee extensions, correct parameterized specijcutions 
PSPEC :=(PARi, BODi, si) ,for i= 1,2, and a parameter passing morphism 
h : PAR 1 --+BOD2, then bve have, 
(1) Correctness. The actualization PSPEC3 = PSPECl *h PSPEC2 is correct. 
(2) Compositionality. A correct semanticalfirnctor Fs3 of PSPEC3 is giuen by 
Fs3 = F,: o Fs2, 
where F,i is u correct semuntical,functor qf PSPECi (i= 1,2) and F,*, the extension qf F,, 
via h (see 2.6) in the parameter passing diagram (1) ?j’ 3.3. 
Remarks. (1) In the special case of standard actualization, i.e. PAR2= 
PAR3 = OSPEC, the initial semantics IBOo is given by the amalgamation of IBoDZ and 
F,,(A) via A, i.e. 
I,,,, = I,,,, +a FL (A) A = V&BOW)> 
provided that SF has amalgamations (see 2.5) and is founded (see 2.8). 
(2) Semantics of parameterized parameter passing in the sense of [21] is given by 
the isomorphism classes of functors represented by the free constructions F,i of 
PSPECi for i = 1,2,3. 
(3) Correctness of parameterized parameter passing in the sense of 1211 is defined 
by parameterized parameter protection, i.e. V’,1, 0 Fs3 z F,, , and parameterized passing 
compatibility, i.e. Vh, 0 F,, E F,, 0 V,, I- Fs2. In fact these properties are easy conse- 
quences of strong persistency of Fs3 (correctness) and compositionality of 
Fs3 = F,*, 0 Fs2 using the commutativity Property 2.6.1 of FJ . 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. (I) According to the free extension property of SF (see 2.6) 
strong persistency of the free construction F,, implies strong persistency of the free 
construction F,,. and F,,. = F,“;. Hence the free construction CT3 = FsLZ F,, exists and 
is strongly persistent. because free constructions and strongly persistent functors are 
closed under composition. According to the special case of standard actualization 
given in Remark 1 we have the following: 
If SF is founded and has amalgamation. correctness of PSPECI and 
PSPEC2 =(@SPEC. BOD2. ~2) implies existence and strong persistency of E;, and the 
existence of luonZ. Moreover we have F,*, (I,o,,)=IBoDZ+,~ F,,(A) with A= Vh(IBODZ) 
by construction of F,* in 2.7. Finally free constructions preserve initiality s.t. 
Fi(OSPEC)= In”l,i for i = 2. 3 leading by part 2 to 
IRon = I;‘,,@SPEC)= F.; I;,,(0SPEC)=F,*l(lnooz)=I”“D2+.4Fr,(A) 
which proves Remark 1. 
(2) By (I) we have Fs3=F,1. Fs2=F,* Fs2. 11 
Theorem 3.5 (Induced model correctness). Lrt SF hc u specjjicutiot7 ,fkme btith 
plr.shotrts utlri rtttitr/~~lrltJlcitiot?. AsstrtJw thtrl 1vc htrw c’orrcct purutJleteri~er~ .spec(ficutiotls 
PSPECi=(PARi. BODi,.si) for i= I.2 
\c.ith cortwi ,srtJJutlticul /ittlctor.s Fsi. \vhich ure tJtorlr1 cotwct bv.r.t. .strongl!~ persistent 
tJlde/ firt7c~tot.s 
Mi:Cat(MPARi)+Cat(MBODi) 
ut7rl SpCc~~f;cutiOtl tJJW”phi.StJJS tJzi, pi, ut1d hi for i = I . 2 (see 3.2.4). ad purut~letrr pcissit7g 
tJlorphi.sttl.s /I : PAR I + BOD2 and k : M PAR I -+M BOD2 satisfying h pl = h2 k (cow 
putihi!it~ Of’ pUSSitl<j tJl0rphi.StJl.S) thetl \Ve /lUW. 
( I ) Thrr is m itdtrd .strotly/~~ prrsistetl/ nwriel ,fittlctor 
,M3=!Ml” M2:Cat(MPAR?)+Cat(MBOD3). 
\vhrrc hfl* is the ~strtl.siotl of’ 12/11 vitt k (SW 2.6), ad specjficatiotz morphi.sn1.s 
tJl3 = tJ1 1 ’ tJl?. p3 =pz ltttll h3 s.t. 
(2) the ttcttrtrli-_utiot7 PSPEC3 = PSPECI *,, PSPEC? of’ PSPECI by PSPEC2 Gtr 
II with cwwct .set7lutltic~u/ jirt7ctor F3 is ttlotlrl corrcc’t 1v.r.t. the model fi~tlctor M3 ut7d 
spcc.jficutiotl tJ70rphi.stJJ.s tn3. p3, utld h3 (.SW 3.2.4). 
Remark. In the standard case (see Remark I of 3.2) we assume that BOD2 is correct 
w.r.t. a MBOD2-algebra A2 and we obtain an induced MBOD3-algebra 
A3 = A2 +.41 A4 I (A I ) with A I = C;( A2) s.t. the standard actualization BOD3 = 
PSPECI *h BOD2 is correct w.r.t. A3. i.e. Vh3(IDo,,3)=A3. 
Proof of Theorem 3.5. From the assumptions we are able to construct the com- 
mutative diagram of Fig. 6. where the front and back squares are constructed as 
MPARl+ MBODl 
PAR2 
s2 
* BOD2 sl’ BOD3 
Fig. 6. 
F s3 
Cat(PM2) y Cat(BOD2) 
i 
s2 
V 
P2 
V 
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Cat(MPAR2) m 
) ! 
Fs*l 
) I 
‘b3 
(2) 
4 
@ Cat(BOD3) 
Cat(MBOD2) M 1 + Cat(MBOD3) 
t 
im 
Fig. 7 
pushouts (the parameter passing diagrams on the specification and model level 
respectively) and h3 is the unique specification morphism s.t. the bottom and right 
squares commute. 
By assumption we have strongly persistent functors F,, , Fs2, M 1 and M2. Since SF 
has amalgamation we also have unique extensions and free extensions (see 2.7). This 
implies that we have strongly persistent extensions Fs* of F,, via h and M 1 * of M 1 via 
k. Hence we have strongly persistent functors Fs3 = Fs*, c Fs2 and M3 = M 1* 1 M2 and 
it remains to show that the diagram of Fig. 7 commutes. 
Since square (1) commutes by model correctness of PSPEC2 it remains to show 
commutativity of (2). Using uniqueness of amalgamation w.r.t. the parameter passing 
diagram on the model level commutativity of (2) is equivalent to the following 
statements (a) and (b): 
(a) V,. J V,,? F,*,= Vkp’ Ml*<’ I&, 
(b) kr,-, Vb,~F~=V,,,l.~~Ml*~ Vbz. 
Using the correctness of PSPECI and E;, w.r.t. Ml and the eutcnsion properties of 
F,Jj and M I* (see 2.6.1) we obtain (a): 
I$ Vh3’Fr*l=Vhl 1’h’ E‘,*,=I’,, f;, I,,=!111 121 I, 
=A41 Vk &=I;,. Ml* c;,, 
Finally. using strong persistency of F,*, and MI * WC obtain (b): 
rl,,, c,, F:,*1= c,, 1<,1, I?$= r;i,= I,,, ,Ml* IhZ 
In the standard case we have PAR2= MPARZ=@SPEC s.t. model correctness of 
PSPEC2 w.r.t. M2 (resp. PSPEC.? w.r.t. M3) means model correctness of BOD2 w.r.t. 
A2=M2(l)(resp.BOD3w.r.t. A3=M3(l)=,Vl* .~~2(l)=iZII*(A?))and Ml*(il2)is 
defined by the following amalgamation (see 2.7) 
A3=Ml*(A2)=i13+,I, Ml(.41) with Al = C;(,42), 
Remark 3.6 (Itcwrtd ac.tlrrr/ilr/tiorl). Iterated actualization means that we iterate the 
construction of actualization including general and standard actualization steps in 
any well-defined order. As in the equational case in [?I] wc can conclude that the 
result specification of iterated actualization is independent of the choice of the 
evaluation strategy applied to a given iterated actualization situation (see corollary 
8.26 in [21] ). In fact, independence of the evaluation strategy is a consequence of 
well-known composition and decomposition properties of pushouts in any category. 
applied to the category ASPEC of abstract specifications. 
4. Refinement of parameterized specifications 
In the preceding section the horizontal development of specifications. using para- 
meterized specifications and actualization. has been considered. In this section WC 
introduce vertical developments of parameterized specifications in the framework of 
a specification frame. A vertical development step consists in the replacement of one 
parameterized specification by another one which might for instance be a more 
detailed or more concrete version. In the following sections we will consider refine- 
ment and restriction-implementation (R-implementation). 
A refinement or R-implementation consists of a pair of specitication morphisms 
between the parameter and body specifications respectively. The semantical condi- 
tions arc defined in terms of the corresponding free constructions and forgetful 
functors, and in the case of R-implementation by an additional restriction functor (see 
5.4). Both kinds of vertical development are reflexive and transitive. and compatible 
with actualization. The latter means. that we have an induced actualization operation 
on vertical transformations. which yields ;I vertical tr~~nsformntion of the actuali;led 
parameteri7ed specifications. As a general rcquircments on Lcrtical transfortn~~tioi~s 
we impose 2-dimensional compatibility, which means: the composition of actuali;led 
vertical transformations yields the same result as the actualization of the 
compositions. It is shown that both refinement and R-implementation are 2- 
dimensional compatible. (For a general discussion of the two dimensions of vertical 
transformation and their compatibility see [ 151.) 
Refinement and R-implementation of parameterized specifications for the case of 
equational algebraic and projection specifications have been introduced in [33]; 
refinement of algebraic module specification and restriction semantics in [22]. 
Definition 4.1 (Rejnrment). Given parameterized specifications PSPECi= 
(PARi, BODi, si), i = 1,2, in a specification frame, a re$nement k : PSPECI +PSPEC2 
is given by a pair of specification morphisms k =(kP, II@, kP: PAR1 -PARZ, 
kB: BODI +BOD2, such that kB( sl = s2 c kP. 
The refinement k is coherent, if the corresponding semantical and forgetful functors 
commute, i.e. Vhe 0 FS2 = F,, 0 Vhp. 
We can immediately show the compatibility properties of refinements mentioned 
above: Refinement is reflexive and transitive, and composition of coherent refinements 
is coherent. Moreover, refinement is compatible with actualization. For the latter the 
specification frame must have pushouts and amalgamation. 
Fact 4.2 (Compatibility of refinement). 
(1) Refinement is rejlexive and transitive: 
(a) id =(idPAR, id,,,): (PAR, BOD, s)-+(PAR, BOD,s) is a (coherent) wfinement. 
(b) !f’k=(kP,kB):PSPECl~PSPEC2Nndg=(gP,gB):PSPEC2~PSPEC3are 
(coherent) rejnements, then Q - II:= (gP x- kP, gB ~2 kB) : PSPECl + PSPEC3 is a (coker- 
ent) rqfinement. 
(2) In a spec[jication,fiame with puskouts and amalgamation. refinement is computihle 
with actualization: [f k=(kP, kB): PSPECl +PSPEC2 and k’=(k’P’, k’B’): 
PSPECl’-PSPEC2’ are (coherent) rejinements of (correct) parameterized speci- 
,jications PSPECi=(PARi, BODi), PSPEC2=(PARi’, BODi’) (i = 1) 2) 
al : PAR1 -+BODl’ and a2 : PAR2 + BOD2’ are compatible parameter passing mor- 
pkisms (i.e. ~2, kP=k’Lhal), tken there is a (coherent) rqfinement 
12 * Cal,02) k’: PSl ear PSl’LPS2 *a2 PS2’ of the actualized spec$cations. See Fig. 8. 
Proof. (la) is obvious. (b) Commutative squares are closed under composition. 
Coherence of the composition g ‘7 k follows since V,, 13 V,, I; FS3 = 
VhB 0 FS2 1 V,,=FSl 0 Vhpc I&. (2) See Theorem 3.5. Cl 
The second part of Fact 4.2 above provides an actualization operation of refine- 
ments, given via compatible parameter passing morphisms. Compatibility of com- 
position and actualization is shown in the following theorem. (For discussion of this 
2-dimensional compatibility of vertical transformations see [ 153.) 
\ 
h’P’ 
PXKl A* BODI 
PAR3’ - BOD3’-BOD3* 
(112*,u2,u,,17~‘) (11’ *(t,1,<,2,/71')=(h? /ll)*(,,,,,,,(h? Ill') 
Proof. By definition of the vertical composition, (hi * (ai,a(i+ ,,hi’)=(hPi’, hBi*), where 
hBi* is uniquely defined by the pushout of ai and si. 
Now (h2 *(az,o3) 112’) (hl *(ul.u2) hl’)=(hP2’ hP1’.1182* hBl*)=(h2 hl)+c,l,a3i 
(h2’c>hl’), using the pushout property (w.r.t. al and sl) again. U 
Thus we have the desired compositionality result for refinements in any specifica- 
tion frame with pushouts and amalgamation. 
5. Restriction construction in specification frames 
In order to define R-implementation, a refinement construction with restriction in 
Section 6. we have to introduce a restriction construction for specification frames. 
A restriction functor for equational algebraic specifications has been introduced in 
[S]: Given a specification morphism ,f’:SPEC-SPEC’, each SPEC’-algebra A is 
restricted to its subalgebra generated by SPEC’-terms over VJA). It was shown, that 
this construction extends to a functor. Here we will first give an axiomatic presenta- 
tion of restriction for a specification frame which admits e(pi)-m(ono)-factorizations 
and has canonical subobjects in its model categories, and then two constructive 
versions for a specification frame with intersections resp. with free constructions. Due 
to a uniqueness result for restriction constructions both constructive versions of 
restriction coincide. For the latter we use the description of term generatedness in 
liberal institutions (i.e. an institution with free constructions) as given in [31. 561 (and 
[25] for EQSF), using the counit of the adjunction. 
Since the restriction of a model will be a “submodel”, the model categories of the 
specification frame concerned must be equipped with a notion of inclusions. We use 
the one given in [I] (see also 191). 
Definition 5.1 (Inclusion system). An inchion s~~strm for a category CAT consists of 
a class 8 of epimorphisms and a class 9 of monomorphisms in CAT such that 
(I) both d and f are closed under composition, 
(2) all isomorphisms of CAT are in 6. and all isomorphisms in 3 are identities. 
(3) every morphism fin CAT can be factored uniquely as,f’= i CJ with rgb and i~4. 
(4) $ is a partial order (i.e. for any objects A and B in CAT there is at most one 
morphism A-B in 4, and if there is also a morphism B-+A in 4, then A = B), 
(5) 3 has finite least upper bounds (i.e. finite coproducts in 3). denoted by +, and 
(6) CAT is X-inductive (i.e. if all injections of a cocone over some diagram in CAT 
are in 3, then there is a colimit of this diagram in CAT such that the universal 
arrow from the colimit to the cocone is also in Y). 
Notation and Remarks 5.2. 
(1) We will denote morphisms from 4 by H and morphisms from d by + 
(2) In the category of sets SET the inclusions of subsets and surjective mappings 
form an inclusion system. In algebraic categories Alg(SPEC), resp. Cat(SPEC) 
as in EASF, the inclusion of subalgebras and surjective homomorphisms form 
an inclusion system. The model categories of PROSF consist of complete 
algebras and continuous homomorphisms; here Y-morphisms are the inclu- 
sions of complete subalgebras, and i:-morphisms are all epimorphisms. Note, 
however, that the model categories in PROSF are not closed w.r.t. homomor- 
phic images and that the epimorphisms are not necessarily surjective. 
(3) Part 3 of Definition 5.1 yields canonical subobjects and an image factorization 
for the category CAT, i.e. every morphism 1’: A +B can be uniquely factored as 
A-H/‘(A)-B, where,f’(A) denotes the intermediate object in the factorization 
f’= i e. 
(4) Parts 2 and 3 of the definition imply that all identities of CAT are in .P. Let 
id= i c be the (8, X)-factorization of an identity, then i TV i e=id =i id c 
itnplies c i= id, since c is an epi- and i a monomorphism. Thus i is an 
isomorphism, and due to condition 2, i=id~:.f. 
(5) Part 4 of Definition 5.1 will be used as a proof method, i.e. to establish A = B, we 
will show that there arc inclusions A-B and B-A. 
(6) In this paper we will not need parts 5 and 6 of Definition 5.1; i.e. restriction and 
R-implementation can also be defined for model categories, where subobjects 
do not have least upper bounds. However, we hesitated to introduce a notion 
like “semi inclusion systems” which satisfies only Properties l--4. 
Definition 5.3 (Spec$cation ,fkrrnr with inclusion systems). A specijcation ,jktmr bus 
inclusion systems if every model category Cat(SP EC)=: C has an inclusion system 
(Xc., e,), and these inclusion systems are preserved by the forgetful functors, i.e. 
V’(9c)~.~, and b/,(&,-)s&, for all ,f’: B+C in ASPEC. A restriction of a model 
AECat(SPEC) w.r.t. a specification morphism,/‘: SPEC’+SPEC can be considered as 
the smallest submodel of A having the same forgetful image l+(A) as A. The following 
axiomatic definition of a restriction in a specification frame formulates this in 
categorical terms. 
(An equivalent construction of a restriction, using intersections of subobjects, is 
given in 5.6 below.) 
Definition 5.4 (Restriction). Let SF be a specification frame with inclusion systems. 
A family of endofunctors R,: Cat(SPEC)+Cat(SPEC) for,f’: SPEC’+SPEC in ASPEC 
is a rcstr’iction (i.e. SF has rr.stric’tion.s), if the following conditions (l)-(3) are satisfied: 
(I) There is a natural transformation I: R, #Id with iA: Rf(A)-Ae.F for all 
.4~(Cat(sPEc)) (The restriction Rf(A) of A is a subobject of A.) 
(2) Ifj: A’-A and V,(A’)= Vf(A), then Rf(A’)=R,(A) and R,(j)=id,,,,,; 
(3) Vf ‘R,= yf. (R/(A) is the smallest object among the subobjects of A having the 
same forgetful image.) 
Remark. Condition 2 from Definition 5.4 carries over to arbitrary diagrams: if 
D: X+4 is a diagram of inclusions, .i: D HA a natural transformation with 
components in 4 (where AEIC~~(SPEC)I is considered as a constant functor), and 
C; D=Vf’ A. then R,’ D=R, A. 
Theorem 5.5 (Uniqueness of restriction). Gicen a .sprc[ficution ,frame with inclusion 
.s~~.stem.s restriction is unique. I.e. ffwo,fumi/ies R =(Rf) and R’=(R;) (.fiCat(SPEC)) 
strtisfj, conditions (l)-(3) ,J~N?I Definition 5.4. then R = R’. 
Proof. Let AECat(SPEC),,f’: SPEC’-SPEC; then by 5.4.3, 
Cj(RJA))= v#;(A))= V&4) 
an d 
i: R,(A)-A, i’: R;(A)++A by 5.4.1 
imply 
R;(Rf(A))=R;(A) and R,(R;(A))=R/(A), by 5.4.2. 
Since 
R>(RJA))-Rr(A) and R,(R;(A))HR>(A), by 5.4.1 
we have 
R~(A)=R~(R~(A))HR;(A)=R;(R/(A))HR~(A) 
thus Rf(A)=R(I-(A). by 5.1.4 
The proof for morphisms in Cat(SPEC) is similar. 0 
As indicated above a restriction (resp. the restriction) can also be constructed as the 
intersection of all subobjects of a model A having the same forgetful image as A; 
provided this intersection exists. This characterization of a restriction construction for 
the case of equational algebraic specifications (i.e. the specification frame EQSF), as 
well as the following one using free constructions, has been introduced in [25]. 
Fact 5.6 (Restriction as intersection). Let SF be a specijcutionfkme with inclusion 
~y~t~~z.s (.Yc, ac) (C := Cat(SPEC), SPECE(ASPEC)) such that each model category 
C is .f-projectil:e; i.e. full injections ?/‘a cocone over some diagram are in JJ, then there 
is u limit of’this diugrum in C such that the projections of this limit to the diagram ure also 
in .X. (In other 1vord.s: C bus infrr.sc~c,tions.) Moreover, let the model categories C huue 
p14lhldX Then thr ,jkm~i/~~ of‘ endqfunctors R,: Cat(SPEC)+Cat(SPEC), 
j’: SPEC’+SPECEASPECD, dqfined helou is u restriction ,fijr SF. 
Construction 
R,(A):= Lim (A’ECat(SPEC) I : A’++A and Q(A’)= Vf(A)) 
R,(h : A+ B) is gicen hi, the ,ftictorizution of Fiy. 10. 
Rf (A)- RI(B) 
f 
Fig. IO 
/ IA* 
R&A)--, A’ 
‘B/ \,,. 
)B' 
j h' 
Fig. I I 
Proof. (1) To show that R, is a functor we must show how /I i,4 factors through iH. 
Therefore it is enough to show that 11 i,4 factors through any inclusion iB. : E-B with 
Vs(B’)= V,(B). See Fig. I I. 
Let (A’,iff,,h’) be the pullback of h and iH with i,d,~.Y. Then Vf(,4’)= Vf(,4), since V, 
preserves pullbacks and Vs(ia,)= idVIcB), whence there is an inclusion ,i: R,(il )-A’. 
II iA = iB, (/I’o,~) is the desired factorization. 
(2) Next we show the restriction properties 5.4. I-3. 
(1) i,:R,(A)-A is an inclusion (by definition) and it is natural (see 1) above). 
(2) Let A’HA and V/(A’)= V,(A); whence R,(A)-A’. Since (A”++A’: C;(A”)= 
Vf(A’)) is a subdiagram of (A*-A: b+(A*)= V,(A)). R,-(A)-R/(A’). On the 
other hand Vf(Rf(A))= Vf(A)= l;f(A’) (see 3, below), thus Rf(A’)wRf(A). 
(3) Since Vf preserves limits and inclusions, VJ Rf= Pi. ‘~7 
In the following we will show that in a specification frame SF with free construc- 
tions the counit of the adjunction defines a restriction (compare [25] for the corres- 
ponding construction in EQSF). According to Theorem 5.5 this is the only restriction 
for SF, and therefore coincides with the construction given in 5.6. 
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id 
Fig. 14. 
RJ(h) is the uniquely determined diagonal morphism Rf(A)+Rf(B) in the diagram of 
Fiy. 12. 
Proof. We have to show conditions (l)-(3) of Definition 5.4. 
(1) condition (i) is proved by definition of iA and Rf(h). 
(2) Let j:A’+-+A in Cat(SPEC). We have to show that Rf(A’)=R,(A) and R,(A) 
and R,-(j)= id. See Fig. 13. 
Since V,(j): V,-(A’)-Vf(A) is in 4’ (see 5.3) and id : Vf(A’)+ Vf(A) is in 9’, we have 
V,(j)=id; thus also F,-- Vj(j)=id. Thus (,joiAs)LcAs=iAc(eA id): F,’ Vf(A’)+A are 
(a,$)-factorizations of the same morphism. The intermediate object is 
Rf(A’)= Rf(A), and Rf(j)=id. 
(3) We have id= P’cgqV= Vi0 VeoqV= Vi i’-, e’, using the triangle identity of the 
adjunction Ft- I/ and the (&‘, Y)-factorizations of E and Ve c’ q V=: i’ e’. Since the 
domain of i’ must be V, we have VR = V. See Fig. 14. 0 
Corollary 5.8. Thr restriction dqjined by intrr.sec’tions (in 5.6) mnd Ihe rrstriction dqfinrd 
1c.r.t. u ,fLrr construction (in 5.7) coincide. 
6. R-implementation of parameterized specifications 
The restriction construction defined in the preceeding section is now used to define 
an enhanced version of refinement of parameterized specifications called R-implemen- 
tation. The refining (or implementing) parameterized specification is now allowed to 
construct additional data in its body, which might e.g. be necessary for internal 
implementations or constructions. In the semantics this ‘tjunk” is removed by the 
restriction construction, i.e. only the part which is generated by the forgetful image of 
the parameter data is considered. 
Definition 6.1 (R-impletnentatior1). Given parameterized specifications Psi= 
(PARi, BODi, si), i = 1,2, in a specification frame SF with restriction R, an R-itnplcwen- 
tution h: PSI -+PS2 is given by a pair of specification morphisms h=(hP,hB), 
hP:PARl+PAR2, hB:BODI+BOD2 such that hB~~.s=.s2 hP. 
The R-implementation h is c’orrrc’t, if the restriction of the semantics Fsz of the 
implementing specification PS2 is compatible with the semantics F,, of PSI. i.e. 
R sl VhHt’ Fs2 = Fs, Vhp. See Fig. 15. 
Remark 6.2. Since the syntax of R-implementation is a commutative diagram. as the 
one of refinement, it is obviously reflexive and transitive. 
Semantical transitivity of correct R-implementations is shown in the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.3 (Composition of R-implementations). Giwn corrrc~ R-implrtnrnturions 
h = (hP, hB) : PSl + PS2, y=(yP.qB):P.Y2+PS3 their cotitpo.sitiott q 11 = 
(~5 Id’, gB hB): PSI +PS3 is u/so c’orrrct, i.e. RsI V,, hH’ Fs3 = Fsl vqp hP. 
Proof. See Fig. 16. 
Cat(PAR1) 
F 
Sl 
b Cat(BOD1) 
t 
R Sl 
Cat(BOD1) 
T “hB 
Cat(P-M) p+Cat(BODZ) 
Fig. 15 
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First we show, that RS1 VhBo Rs2 = Rs2 0 V,,,: VS1 0 Vhs 0 Rs2 = V,,p 0 V,, y RSz = 
V hP o v,2 = v,, -’ VhB (using 5.4.3) and vh, ” i,, : VhB ” R,, ++ VhB (see 5.4.1) 
imply the assertion (see 5.4.2). Thus RS1 0 Vga hB ca FS3 = RS1 0 V,, 0 Rs2 ~1 VgB 0 FS3 = 
RSI ’ v,,, - F,, c V9p = F,, c V,,p 0 V,p = F,, il Vgp ,,p. 0 
In [22] the notion of conservative semantics (free) functor is introduced in order to 
have a precondition for actualizations to be compatible with R-implementation. 
Conservativity of a functor means to preserve monomorphisms. In the case of 
a general specification frame with restriction, we will require that the semantical 
functors are compatible with the corresponding inclusion systems. Moreover, the 
restriction has to be compatible with amalgamation to obtain compositionality of 
R-implemented specifications. 
Definition 6.4 (Conservutive restriction). Let SF be a specification frame with 
pushouts, amalgamation and restriction R =(R,-). R is conservative, if 
(1) for every pushout ASPEC (see Fig. 17) we have V,-. -R,,= R,o Vf,; 
(2) if Fh iS a SfrOng/y cO?FXwafiVe SemantiCal fUnctOr, i.e. Fh iS Strongly persistent, 
Fh(&?l)c&2 and Fh(91)G42 (where (~Yl.91) and (62,92) are the inclusion 
systems of the model categories concerned), then Rh 9 0 Fh b R, (for all compos- 
able pairs of morphisms (y, h) in ASPEC). 
Fact 6.5. The restriction dejned via ,free constructions (see Fact 5.6) is semantically 
compatible. 
Proof. In order to check (I), we prove two claims. 
Claim 1. R,c V,--VfS - R,,. 
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Proof of Claim 1. Using 5.4 we first show that R, Vfz = R, VI, R,, 
(i) There is a natural transformation V,, Rgrt-,Vf., since R, is a restriction (cf. 
5.4.1) and V’ preserves inclusions; 
(ii) according to 5.4.3 we have V, V,. = Vs IQ,.= Vf V,, R,, = I’, Vf. ,J R,,; 
thus R, Vf. = R, Vs.’ R,,. 
Using 5.4.1 again (R,++Id) we have 
R, Vf,=Rq’ V/s jR4,~Vf., R,,. 
Claim 2. V,, ‘1 R,, -R, V,,. 
Proof of Claim 2. Let AECU~(SPEC~) and A’:= R, Q.(A) (thus A’- VJ.(A )). 
Then V&A’)= V, R, vf+4)= V, V/,(A)= I’/ V,,(A). Thus, 
A”:= A’+v,ca,j L’,.(A)-Vf4A)+vI: v,.(a) Q(A)=A 
is well defined, where the inclusion A”-A is given by iAz +id id. 
Now V,.(A”)= V,t(A)*R,,(A)= R,,(A”)-A” 
a( V,., preserves inclusions) V,-. ) Rg.(A)~Vfc(A”)= A’= R, Vf,(A). 
Claim 1 and Claim 2 imply VJr R,,= R, Vf,. 
The same proof holds for morphisms. 
We now check (2) See Fig. 18. 
l Fh strongly persistent - Fh g Vh y I’ Fh= Fh F, c> vq Vh ( Fh= Fh’) F, ) b6 and 
Fhc’ Vh .Fh=Fh. 
Claim 1. EhF,,=id 
Proof of Claim 1. F,, id Fh = F,, % Fh Vh Fh 2 Fh = Fh 3 Fh since Fh Strongly 
persistent implies qh = id, thus Fhtlh = id. 
Claim 2. t:h gFh= Fhcy (i.e. diagram (2) commutes). 
Proof of Claim 2.4 
t:h YFh=((ch FhcgVh)Fh (by construction of ch “) 
= r:hFh ”F,, Es v, F/, 
= Fht;q (by claim 1 and strong persistency of Fh) 
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Fig. 19. 
) SPECZ’ 
l F,, strongly conservative JF,, R, rk-? F,, is an inclusion. 
Thus (ih gF,,)~(eh gF h)=(F,,ig)~(F,,eg) are (d,9)-factorization& which implies 
R ,, 9~F,,=F,,“Rg. 0 
Before we come to the main compositionality result for R-implementation, we need the 
following lemma which states that R-implementations are closed under free extensions. 
Lemma 6.6 (Closure of R-implementations under free extensions). Let SF be a specijica- 
tionframe with pushouts, amalgumution, and a conservative restriction. Then given in SF 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
strongly persistent parameterized specijications PSPECi = (PARi, BODi, si), 
i= 1,2, 
a correct R-implementation h=(hP, hB): PSPECl +PSPEC2 and 
specijication morphisms ai: PARi+SPECi, i= 1,2, and f: SPECl +SPEC2 with 
a23 hP=al cj; we have 
the induced R-implementution of the,free extensions via ai 
(if *): (SPECl, SPECl*,sl’)+(SPEC2, SPEC2*, ~2’) 
is correct. 
(Here SPECi* and si’ ure given by the pushout ofsi and ai as shown in Fig. 19, and 
f * is uniquely determined by this pushout, ~2’ of and a2’ 0 hB.) 
Proof. To show that Rsl, Vfa I+Szf= I;,,, C> (as required) we use the uniqueness 
property of amalgamation w.r.t. SPECl*. 
C;Is+R,,,’ C;+ F,,, = R .s, I;,,. r;*l~s,. (by6.4.1) 
=R,, C,,j I;,,, I:,,, 
= Fy, Ii,’ l;,r (by correctness of II) 
=Fsl I;,, 1,; 
= lL1, Fy,. 1; (by E;,,=Ext(l;s,.trI)) 
= C> (by strong persistency of Fs2.) 
= 1,1, E;,, I/ (by strong persistency of F,,,,) 
Theorem 6.7 (Compatibility of actualization with R-itnplementatioli). Let SE‘ hc 
(I spx(fic~~tim ,jkmc~ us ;/I 6.6. Giwr~ 
(I) strorz~~ll~~ corwrwti~~e pcr~rrr)lrtc~ri=t~t/ .specjfic.trtior~.~ PSPECi = (PAR;. BODi, s;). 
i= I,?; 
(2) .strony/~3 pcrsistwt I7trrtr,,lctc~r.i-c~~ s/,cc.jfic.rrtiorls PSPECj = (PAR,j. BOlIj. sj). 
,j = 3.4; 
Proof. We have to show that: R,sl, s3 C,,,* E‘,,, ss=,/;l~ r3 I;,,. See Fig. 20 
K, s3 vyfi* E:\z, -R,,, s3 Rs,, I;,* F52, aa (*I 33  
=R.s,, \J F\I, I;,, 1.,4 (by Lemma 6.6) 
=F,5,, R,,, C,, F,& (by 6.4.2) 
=L,,, kbj I;, (by correctness of 8) 
Here (*) (i.e. Rsl, s3 - -R,,, s3 R,ls) follows from 
(i) & >-Id (by definition) 
(ii) K1, s3 Rsl,=l/,,~ I,:,. R,,,=b,, I;,,=l,,, s3. I 
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Fig. 21 
Theorem 6.8 (2-dimensional compatibility). Let SF be a specification jkame with 
pushouts and restriction. hi=(hPi, hBi): PSPECi-+PSPEC(i+ l), hi’=(hPi’, hBi’): 
PSPECi’-+ PSPEC(i + 1)’ (i = I. 2) R-implementations of parameterized spec$cations, 
and ai: PARi-+BODi’ (i= 1,2,3) compatible parameter passing morphisms (i.e. 
a(i + 1) hPi = hBi’ ai, i = 1,2). Then the composition of’ the actualized R-implementa- 
tions is the same as the actualization of’ the composed R-actuulizations, i.e. 
(h2 * w,o3,h2’)t,(hl *ca1,rr&l’)=(h2 111)*(,,,.,,(h2’-hl’), 
see Fig. 2 1. 
Proof. See 4.3. 0 
In this paper we have discussed one version of implementation. Further concepts 
which, beyond the restriction discussed here, take into account synthesis- and/or 
identification steps were introduced in [ 151. Synthesis is a free construction where new 
domains and operations of the implemented specification are synthesized from those 
of the implementing specification, identification is a quotient construction which 
identifies multiple representations of data in the implementing specification. It should 
be investigated, whether (resp. how) these concepts can be formulated in the general 
framework of a specification frame. 
7. Constraints for specification frames and parameterized specifications 
In this section we introduce the concept of constraints for a specification frame SE 
which is a straightforward generalization of the equational case in [ 131 and [22]. This 
concept includes initial, generating. free generating and first order logical constraints 
and allows to construct an induced specification frame SFC with constraints. We will 
show under what conditions pushouts, free constructions, amalgamation, and 
extension can be extended from the specification frame SF to SFC. This allows to 
formulate a metatheorem for parameterized specifications with constraints extending 
the constructions and results from Sections 3-6 to the case with constraints. This is 
very important for practical applications because in most cases we need constraints at 
least in the parameter part of parameterized specifications (see 1161 and 1221). 
Definition 7.1 (Logic~ o/’ c’onstwi~ts). A logic of constraints LC =(Constr. k) on 
a given specification frame SF=(ASPEC, Cat) (see 2.1) is given by a functor 
Constr : ASPEC-Classes 
delined on the category ASPEC of abstract specifications with values in the “cat- 
egory” Classes of classes (see [39] and 1221) and for each object SPEC in ASPEC 
a relation. 
k c Obj (Cat(SPEC)) x Constr(SPEC). 
called sutkfuction rrlatioi7 ,fi)r c~onstraint.s, such that for all morphism 
.f: SPECI +SPECZ in ASPEC, all objects A2 in Cat(ASPEC2) and 
Cl ~Constr(SPECl) we have the following .srrti$tc.tion co~ditio~7 
A2H'#(Cl) - VJA2)kCl 
withJ’# = Constr(,f) and VJ=Cat(,f’) : Cat(SPEC2)-Cat(SPEC1). 
Remark and Examples. (1) The pair QINST =(SF, LC) can be considered as a quasi- 
institution because it corresponds exactly to the notion of an institution 
INST=(SIGN.Sen,Mod, I=) in the sense of [GB 841 with SIG=ASPEC. 
Sen = Constr, Mod = Cat, and the same kind of satisfaction condition k, except of the 
fact that the largest category of Sen is the category Sets of sets while that of Constr is 
the “category” Classes of classes (see 1223 ). 
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(2) Typical examples of constraints are initial, generating, free generating and first 
order logical constraints which can be defined on the equational specification frame 
EQSF see [13] and [22]. Note, that initial and free generating constraints can be 
extended to an arbitrary specification frame SF even if SF does not have initial objects 
and free constructions in general, because the corresponding constraints require initial 
objects and free constructions only for specific abstract specifications resp. specific 
specification morphisms. 
Remark 7.2 (Abstract spec$cations with constraints). Given a logic of constraints 
LC =(Constr, I=) on a specification frame SF = (ASPEC, Cat) we are able to define 
ahstruct specijications with constraints as pairs SPECC =(SPEC, C) consisting of an 
object SPEC in ASPEC and a set of constraints CsConstr(SPEC) and consistent 
spec$cution morphisms ,f: (SPECl, Cl)-+(SPEC2, C2). A specification morphism is 
consistent if we have A2k C2*A2+-f# (Cl) for all SPEC2 models A2. This leads to 
the category ASPECC of abstract specifications with constraints. Moreover, 
v,=Cat(f): Cat(SPEC2)+Cat(SPECl) can be restricted to a functor 
VC, = CatC(f) : Cat(SPEC2, C2)+Cat(SPECl, Cl) 
where Cat(SPEC, C) is the full subcategory of Cat(SPEC) of all objects A satisfying C, 
i.e. A+C. Cat :SPEC-+CATCAT can thus be restricted to a functor CatC: 
ASPECC-tCATCAT. 
Definition and Fact 7.3 (Induced specijcution,frame with constraints). Given a speci- 
fication frame SF = (ASPEC, Catmod) and a logic of constraints LC = (Constr, b ) on 
SF the pair 
SFC =(ASPECC, CatC) 
defined by (see 7.2) 
ASPECC = Category of abstract specification with constraints, and 
CatC : ASPECC+CATCAT 
is a specification frame, called induced spec$cation,frame with constraints. 
Remarks and Examples. (1) Note that specifications built over the quasi-institution 
QINST=(SF, LC) (see Remark of 5.1) correspond to abstract specifications with 
constraints ASPECC, which are now the “syntactical objects” in our induced speci- 
fication frame SFC. 
(2) For each logic of constraints LC defined over the specification frame EQSF, 
CEQSF, BEQSF and VIEWSF (see 2.2 and 2.6) we obtain an induced specification 
frame EQSFC, CEQSFC, BEQSFC and VIEWSFC respectively. 
(3) On the other hand we can also consider (conditional) equations as constraints 
over a signature specification frame SIGSF such that SIGSFC=EQSF (resp. 
SIGSFC = CEQSFC). 
(4) If LC=(Constr, +) is the empty logic of constraints, i.e. Constr(ASPEC)=O for 
all ASPEC in ASPEC, then SFC coincides with SF. 
Theorem 7.4 (Pushouts, amalgamation, extension, and foundedness in SFC ). Giwtt 
a spet.lfic,ution,fLutnc~ SF and u logic c?f’c~ot~srrtritlts LC on SF and the induced ,specjfic,tr- 
tion ,fiatne SFC bvith c’on.struinf.s, then \ve huw 
(1) SFC has pushmts if’ SF bus p~rshom. 
(2) SFC bus utdgutnatiott l/’ SF bus ~tmcl/~Jclctttzutit,ns. 
(3) SFC bus unique estensions und ,fke crtensions if SF hu.s at?lul~Junlrrtiotts. 
(4) SFC i.s,fixtnrled f SF is,fhwded. 
Remarks. (1) Free constructions in SFC are discussed in 7.5. 
(2) If SF does not have amalgamation in general but only extensions we would like 
to conclude extensions for SFC. Unfortunately we cannot conclude this in general but 
only for all those strongly persistent functors FC: CatC(SPEC0, CO)-+CatC(SPECl, Cl) 
which are already restrictions of strongly persistent functors F: CatC(SPECO)- 
CatC(SPEC1). In order to conclude part 2 of 2.6 for SFC we have to assume that the 
strongly persistent free functor FC is the restriction of a strongly persistent free 
functor F (see [lo]) 
(3) In parts 1. 2, and 4 of the theorem “if” can be replaced by “if and only if” in the 
following way using Remark 4 of 7.3: “SFC has property P for all logics of constraints 
LC if and only if SF has property P”. 
Proof of Theorem 7.4. 
(1) For ,fi:(SPECO,CO)+(ASPECi,Ci) in ASPEC and i= I, 2 the pushout object 
(SPEC3. C3) of 1’1 and.1’2 in ASPECC is defined by the corresponding pushout 
ASPECT3 of,f’l and.f.2 in ASPEC with morphisms qi: SPECi+SPECX for i= I. 2 
and C3=ul#(Cl)ug?#(C2). 
(2) GivenAiinCat(SPECCi)fori=0,1,2with VC,-,(Al)=AOand VC,,(A2)=AO 
then we also have V,, (A l)= A0 and C/,(,42)= A0 such that the amalgamation 
A3 = A 1 +.40 A2 in SF is defined which becomes also an amalgamation in SFC 
because A3 satisfies C3 as defined in the proof of part 1 using the satisfaction 
condition (see 7.1). 
(3) Direct consequence of 2.7 and part 2 of the theorem. 
(4) If @SPEC is initial in ASPEC with Cat(@SPEC)=fl. then also (@SPEC,@) is 
initial in ASPEC and Catmod((&PEC. 8) = Catmod(@SPEC) = II. ‘A 
For a more detailed proof of parts 1 and 2 in the equational case see [22]. In fact, 
these proofs can be directly extended to arbitrary specification frames. 
Remark 7.5 (Free construc’~ion.s in SFC). (I) Existence of free constructions in SF 
does not imply the same for SFC in general. For f’: SPECI +SPEC2 in ASPEC with 
free construction F,: Cat(SPECl)-+Cat(SPEC2) and constraints Cl, C2 s.t. we have 
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a consistent specification morphismf:(SPECl, Cl)+(SPEC2, C2), we will not auto- 
matically have a free construction FC,: Cat(SPECCl)-+Cat(SPECC2) because 
Cat(SPECC2) may even be empty. 
(2) Sufficient for FC, to exist is that Ff is persistent on Cl, i.e. 
Al+C1*Vf(F&41))=Al, 
and that in C2 we have the set of induced constraints on our hand. i.e. 
C2=f# (Cl)uFGEN(f), 
where FGFN( f) is the.fiee generating constraint w.r.t.,f: It is satisfied by a model A2 if 
we have A2= Ff( Vs(,42)). Given these conditions Ff can be restricted to a strongly 
persistent free functor FC, (see [22] in the equational case). In other words the 
morphismf:(SPECl, Cl)+(SPEC2, C2) is strongly liberal in this case (note that the 
definition of the induced constraints guarantees f to be consistent). 
(3) Free constructions in an induced specification frame SFC over a signature 
specification frame SF are often obtained not as restrictions of the free constructions 
in SF but via a construction depending on the kind of the constraints in SFC. In 
EQSF, for example, free images along a specification morphism are built via a free 
construction in the first step and a factorization afterwards (see [2] for details). 
Remark 7.6 (Signature spec$cution frames). As pointed out in Example 3 of 7.3 
several specification frames like EQSF and CESQF can be considered as induced 
specification frames over certain signature specification frame like SIGSF. This means 
that in order to show pushouts and amalgamation in EQSF resp. CEQSF it suffices to 
show pushouts and amalgamation in the corresponding signature specification frame 
SIGSF. In cases like BEQSF and VIEWSF however, where a specification frame 
is not induced by a signature specification frame, the existence of pushouts and amal- 
gamations cannot be established in the same way as a consequence of abstract 
properties. 
Definition 7.7 (Purameterized spec{jicution with constraints). Given a specification 
frame SF and a logic of constraints LC on SF s.t. SFC is the induced specification 
frame with constraints. 
An (abstract) parameterized specijcation over SF kvith constraints in LC is an 
(abstract) parameterized specification 
PSPECC =(PARC, BODC, s) 
over SFC. 
Remarks. (1) According to Definition 3.2 the semantics of PSPECC is given by the 
class of all free constructions 
FC,: Cat(PARC)+Cat(BODC), 
where s : PARC+BODC is a consistent specification morphism. Due to Remark 1 of 
7.5 this class may be empty, i.e. the semantics of PSPECC is undefined, even if SF has 
free constructions. This is due to the fact that our definition allows arbitrary con- 
straints for the body part. The more restricted case of induced body constraints which 
allows to extend free constructions from SF to SFC (see 7.5.2) will be discussed in 7.9. 
(2) PSPECC is (intrrna//~) correct, if there is a strongly persistent free construction 
FC, of s, and model correct w.r.t. a model functor MC : Cat(MPARC)+Cat(MBODC) 
and consistent specification morphisms MZ, p and h with h c m =s p, if the diagram of 
Fig. 22 commutes 
Metatheorem 7.8 (Parameterized specifications with constraints). AI/ the construc- 
tions and results in Sections 3-6 can be extended,ji-om parameterized specijcations over 
SF to parameterized specjjications over SF with constraints in LC (see 5.7) provided that 
SF sati?jie.s the ,fi,llowiny properties. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Actualization (see 3.3), !fSF has pushouts. 
Correctness and Compositionality of Actualization (see 3.4), if SF has pushouts 
and umalgamations. 
Induced Model Correctness (see 3.9, if SF has pushouts and amulyumations. 
Vertical and Horizontal Composition of Refinements (see 4.2), if‘SF has pushouts 
and amalyamation. 
Rqfinement is 2-dimensional compatible (see 4.3), (f SF has pushouts. 
Vertical and Horizontal Composition qf R-implementation (see 6.2, 6.3), {f SF bus 
pushouts and a restriction which is compatible with the constraints C, i.e. each 
re.strictionJinctor R,: Cat(SPEC)-+Cat(SPEC) restricts to a restriction,functor 
RC’,: Cat(SPECC)+Cat(SPECC) on the constrained model categories. 
Vertical and Horizontal Composition of R-implementation (see 6.7), if SF has 
pushouts, amalgamation and a semantically compatible restriction, which restricts 
to the constrained model categories (see 6 above). 
R-implementation is 2-dimensional compatible (see 6.8), (/‘SF has pushouts and 
a restriction as in 6 and 7. 
Proof. Using Theorem 7.4 the assumptions concerning SF imply those properties of 
SFC which are needed in 3.3-3.5 to formulate all constructions and results over SFC. 
Cat(PARC) 
FCs 
b Cat(BODC) 
vc 
P I 
Cat(MpARC)MC’Cat(MBODC) 
Fig. 22 
They become propositions for parameterized specifications over SF with constraints 
in LC according to 7.7. The same holds for the results from Sections 4 and 6. That 
a restriction for SF induces a restriction on SFC, however, is to be shown explicitly, as 
formulated in 7.86. 0 
Discussion 7.9 (Parameterized specijcations with induced body constraints). In our 
Definition 7.7 of parameterized specifications over SF with constraints in LC we have 
allowed arbitrary constraints in the parameter and also in the body part. This is 
technically convenient because we can handle this case as parameterized specifications 
over another specification frame, the induced specification frame SFC (see Meta- 
theorem 7.8). If the specification frame SF has free constructions one main drawback, 
however, is the problem that SFC will no longer have free constructions in general, 
but only in specific cases. This is a serious problem, because the semantics of 
parameterized specifications PSPECC=(PARC, BODC, s) is defined by the class of 
all free constructions FC,: Cat(PARC)+Cat(BODC). The essential reason for intro- 
ducing constraints for parameterized specifications with initial semantics in [16] was 
the problem to be able to formulate requirements for the formal parameter part which 
cannot be expressed in terms of algebraic equations only. Especially such constraints 
are essential, if the formal parameter part contains boo1 and if-then-else-operations 
and we want to make sure that the free construction becomes persistent (see counter- 
example setl(data2) in 7.18.6 of [21]). For the body part, on the other hand, it seems 
to be sufficient within initial algebra semantics to use algebraic equations or condi- 
tional equations. This was the reason in [16] and [22] to allow user defined con- 
straints only in the parameter specification PARC, but not in the body specification 
BOD, i.e. a parameterized specification with constraints in [22] is a pair (PARC, 
BOD). In our terminology we would have PSPECC=(PARC, BOD,s) where the 
semantics FREE, ^J I: Cat(PARC)+Cat(BOD) with inclusion 1: Cat(PARC)+ 
Cat(PAR) is always defined if SF has free constructions. For technical reasons it is 
useful to define induced body constraints. 
CB=s#(CP)uFGEN(PAR,BOD) and BODC=(BOD,CB) 
where s#(CP) are the translated constraints of the parameter specification 
PARC=(PAR,CP) and FGEN(PAR, BOD) is a free generating constraints which 
makes sure that only body objects are allowed which are freely generated from their 
parameter parts. PSPECC is called correct in this case if FREE, is strongly persistent 
on the subcategory Cat(PARC). This allows to define a consistent semantics 
FREE: Cat(PARC)+Cat(BODC) for a correct PSPECC, where on one hand 
FREE is the restriction of FREE,:Cat(PAR)+Cat(BOD) and on the other hand 
FREE is a strongly persistent free functor w.r.t. the forgetful functor 
V: Cat(BODC)-+Cat(PARC). This shows that parameterized specifications with in- 
duced body constraints are a special case of parameterized specifications with 
constraints in the sense of 7.7 with the advantage that the semantics is always defined 
and that it is a restriction of the free construction FREE, in the case without 
constraints, provided that FREE, exists. In fact, the theory for parameterized 
specification with constraints over EQSF and an arbitrary logic of constraints LC 
developed in section 7D of [22] can be generalized to the case over an arbitrary 
specification frame SF with free constructions. This leads to a theory of parameterized 
specifications with induced body constraints similar to the theory in Section 3 of this 
paper. Instead of reformulating the theory in this case we only point out the main 
differences to the cases without constraints (Section 3) and with general constraints in 
parameter and body part (7.7 and 7.8). 
(I) Dejinition qj’ parameterized specijicatinns \vith induced body constrtrints. As 
pointed out above we start with PSPECC =(PARC, BOD, s). define induced body 
constraints CB as above which leads to a parameterized specification with induced 
body constraints 
PSPECC =(PARC, BODC, s) 
where BODC =(BOD, CB) and PSPECC is a parameterized specification over SF 
with constraints in LC, provided that LC includes free generating constraints. The 
semantics of PSPECC is always defined by FREE, - I : Cat(PARC)+Cat(BOD) (see 
above). If this functor is strongly persistent (correctness of PSPECC) we obtain 
a strongly persistent semantics F,:Cat(PARC)+Cat(BODC) of PSPECC in the sense 
of 7.7 which is a correct semantical functor of PSPEC in the sense of 3.2. 
(2) Actualization with induced hod!. c0n.struinT.s. Given PSPECCi = 
(PARCi, BODi, si) and PSPECCi’=(PARCi, BODCi, si) for i= 1.2 the parameter 
passing morphism h: PARC1 +BODC2 has to take into account the induced body 
constraints CB2 of BOD2. The actualization 
PSPECC3 = PSPECCl *,,PSPECC2 
is given by PSPECC3 =(PARC3, BOD3, ~3) with PARC3 = PARC%, s3 and BOD3 as 
pushout without constraints as in 3.3. The induced body constraints for PSPECC3 are 
given by 
CB3 =s3 # (CP2)uFGEN(PAR2, BOD3). 
This leads to BODC3 =(BOD3, CB3) and PSPECC3’=(PARC3, BODC3. s). Of 
course. we would like to have 
PSPECC3’ = PSPECCl’ *h PSPECC2’ 
where PSPECCl’ *,PSPECC2’ is the actualization in the sense of 5.8. I with BODC3’ 
defined as pushout of BODCl and BODC2 via PARCI, i.e. 
CB3’=h’# (CBl)usl’# (CB2). 
In fact, it is shown in a lemma in 7.25 of [22] that the induced body constraints CB3 
and the pushout constraints CB3’ are equivalent and this proof remains valid in our 
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general case of specification frame SF with logic of constraints LC including free 
generating constraints. 
(3) Correctness and compositionality of actualization with induced body constraints. 
Given a specification frame SF with pushouts and amalgamation and an arbitrary 
logic LC of constraints including free generating constraints we can generalize the 
Extension Lemma with constraints (see 7.19 of [22]) leading to extensions in SFC (see 
7.4.3). Using also the fact that the induced body constraints CB3 and the pushout 
constraints CB3’ (see part 2 above) are equivalent we obtain the following result. 
The actualization PSPECC3’ of correct parameterized specifications PSPECCl’ 
and PSPECCZ’ with induced body constraints is correct and the consistent semantics 
is compositional, i.e. 
(4) Induced model correctness with induced body constraints. Theorem 3.5 concern- 
ing induced model correctness can be extended to parameterized specifications with 
induced body constraints without any problem if all the model specifications MPARi 
and MBODi for i = 1,2 are considered without constraints. If we allow constraints 
MCPl and MCP2 for MPARCl =(MPARl, MCPl) and MPARC2=(MPAR2, 
MCP2) we also have to define induced body constraints MCB2 for MBOD2 in order 
to make k: MPARCl -+MBODC2 consistent. In this case we can define 
MCB2 = m2 # (MCP2)uIMAGE(M2) 
where IMAGE(M2) is a,functor image constraint given by 
.42+ IMAGE(M2) o A2 = M2 0 V,,(A2). 
Note that the free generating constraint FGEN(MPAR2, MBODZ) would not make 
sense in this case because the model functor M2 is in general not a free construction. 
Similarly we can define induced body constraints for MBODl and MBOD3 and as in 
part 2 we can make sure that the induced body constraint MCB3 for MBOD3 is 
equivalent to the pushout constraint MCB3’= k’# (BCBl)uml’# (MCB2). 
(5) Refinement and implementation with induced body constraints. To have a seman- 
tics for a refinement or R-implementation h = (hP, hB): PSPECCl +PSPECC2 of 
parameterized specifications with induced body constraints we have to require that 
hP and hB are consistent specification morphisms. In this case Fact 4.2 (compatibility 
of refinement) and Theorem 4.3 (2-dimensional compatibility) carry over to para- 
meterized specifications with induced body constraints. The induced body constraints 
of PSPECCl require that the BODl-algebras are free generated, whence they are also 
restricted (see 5.7). This is due to the triangle identity of adjunctions EF 0 qF = id; where 
ye and E are the unit and the counit of the adjunction. See Fig. 23. 
The identity factors through the inclusion of the restriction, thus RF = F. Therefore 
in the case of parameterized specifications with induced body constraints, R-imple- 
mentation coincides with refinement. 
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8. Functorial semantics for parameterized specifications 
In this section we generalize the concept of parameterized specifications with free 
functor semantics as defined in Section 3 to parameterized specifications with fun- 
ctorial semantics. This means that we have given a class SEMFUNCT of semantical 
functors such that the functorial semantics FS of a morphismf’: SPECl +SPEC2 in 
ASPEC is a class FS(J‘) of functors F,: Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC2) in SEMFUNCT 
and FS is closed under composition and under amalgamated extension. Taking 
SEMFUNCT to be the class of all free functors we obtain the special case considered 
in Section 2. But we can also take the class of all cofree functors, corresponding to final 
algebra semantics, or the class of all functors resp. all strongly persistent functors, 
corresponding to a special kind of loose semantics. The main result of this section is 
a metatheorem which extends all results concerning actualization, refinement and 
R-implementation of Sections 3. 4 and 6 to the case of parameterized specifications 
with functorial semantics. Similar to Section 7 we will also discuss the case of 
parameterized specifications with functorial semantics and constraints which allows 
to include Ganzinger’s approach to final algebra semantics of parameterized equa- 
tional algebraic specification in [29] as special case into our new framework. 
In the following we start with the notion of cofree constructions in a specification 
frame and show that cofree constructions are closed under composition and under 
amalgamated extensions before we define the general case of parameterized specifica- 
tions with functorial semantics. 
Definition 8.1 (C@ee cmstructions). 
(1) Given a specification frame SF =(ASPEC, Cat) and a specification morphism 
f: SPECl -+SPEC2 in ASPEC with forgetful functor V,:Cat(SPEC2)+ 
Cat(SPEC1) then a functor CF,: Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPECZ) is called c@cLJ 
construction of,f CF, is right adjoint to “;. 
(2) A specification frame SF bus cofier constructions if for every morphism ,f‘ in 
ASPEC there is a cofree construction CF., of,f: 
Remarks. (1) Dually to a free construction a cofree construction is the solution of the 
following c~~uni~rsnl proh/ern: for each object Al in Cat(SPEC1) there is an object 
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CF,(Al) in Cat(SPEC3) and a couniversal morphism c(A1): V,“CF,(Al)+Al such 
that for all hl : VJ(A2)--+A1 in Cat(SPEC1) there is a unique h2: A2+CF,(Al) such 
that so Vf(h2)=hl. See Fig. 24. 
In this case the cofree constructions (CF/(Al), c(Al)) for all objects Al in 
Cat(SPEC1) can be uniquely extended to morphisms in Cat(SPEC1) such that CF, 
becomes a functor CF,: Cat(SPECl)-+Cat(SPECZ) which is right adjoint to I’, and 
c becomes a natural transformation E: Vf 3 CF,+ID. 
(2) In contrast to the existence of free constructions, the equational specification 
frame EQSF does not have cofree constructions in general because Vr does not 
preserve colimits in general. But in any specification frame SF where Cat(SPECi) has 
a final object FINi for i= 1,2 with l/f(FIN2)=FINl the couniversal problem is 
solvable for the object Al =FINl by CF,(FINl)=FINZ and e(FIN1)=idFIN1. This 
shows that we have at least the existence of cofree constructions for equational 
algebraic specifications with suitable constraints (see 8.7 for other examples). 
Theorem 8.2 (Closure properties of cofree construction). In any specification frame 
SF = (ASPEC, Cat) cofree constructions are closed under composition and under amal- 
gamated extension in the following sense. 
(1) Closure under Composition. If CF,, : Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC2) and 
CF,, : Cat(SPEC2)-+Cat(SPEC3) are cofree constructions olfl : SPECl +SPECZ and 
f2 : SPEC2+SPEC3 then CF,, = CF,, 0 CF,, : Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC3) is a cof- 
ree construction for f 3 =f 2 of 1 : SPECI +SPEC3. 
(2) Closure under Amalgamated Extension. [f the diagram (1) of Fig. 25 is a pushout 
in ASPEC and CF,, is a strongly persistent cofree construction then we have: if the 
Vf c.43 
hl 
&Al 
‘1 
\ = T c(Al) ‘L vf (CFf (Al)) 
Fig. 24. 
SPEC2 -SPEC3 
gl 
Fig. 25 
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umulyunwted extension CFf*r of CF,-r da ,f2 exists (see 2.7) then it is (1 unique ad 
strongly persistent cqfiee construction of’ y 1, i.e. 
CF;, = CF,r : Cat(SPEC2)-+Cat(SPEC3). 
Proof. (1) Closure under composition of cofree constructions is a consequence of the 
well-known fact that adjoint functors are closed under composition where the 
couniversal morphism ~13(.41): Vf,(CF,,(Al))-+,41 is given by 1~3(.41)= 
~;l(Al)r~ VJ1(~2(CF,,(A1))): VJ3(CF/3(Al))+ Vfl((CF~,(A1)))+Al with couniversal 
morphisms d(k): Vri(CF,i(Ai))~Ai for i= 1,2. 
(2) Let CF,, be a strongly persistent cofree construction such that the amal- 
gamated extension CFf*, :Cat(SPEC2)-+Cat(SPEC3) of CF,, by j’2 given by 
CFj_*, (A2) = A2 +AO CF,, (AO) exists. According to Theorem 2.7 it is a unique exten- 
sion. Dually to the corresponding proof for free constructions it is straightforward to 
show that CFF1 is a cofree construction for (~1 with couniversal morphism 
4.42): VS1(CFf*r(A2))+A2 defined by c(A2)=id A2 for each object A2 in Cat(SPEC2). 
The explicit proof uses the fact that without loss of generality we can assume 
that the strongly persistent cofree construction CF,, has identical couniversal 
morphisms. (This follows from a dual result for strongly persistent free constructions 
in [lo].) In fact, for each h2: Vq1(A3’)+A2 in Cat(SPECZ), with A3’=1t2’+~~,.41’ 
* there is a unique morphism h3:A3’+CF,-,( AZ) with Vyl (h3)=h2 defined by 
h3=h2+,,,,hl where hO= Vf,(h2) and hl :A1 ‘+CF,,(AO) is the unique adjoint 
morphism of ho: Vf,(.41’)+,40 with V,,(hl)=hO due to cofreeness of CF,,(AO). 
See Fig. 26. n 
Definition 8.3 (Functorial semuntks of’ SF). Given a specification frame SF= 
(ASPEC, Cat) and a class SEMFUNCT of functors, called sernunticul ,fimfors, 
a function 
FS: Mor(ASPEC)-Y(SEMFUNCT) 
assigning to each specification morphismf‘: SPECl +SPEC2 in ASPEC a class FS(,f‘) 
of functors F: Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC2), also written Fr with F, F,eFS(,f), is called 
Vgl (A37 
h2 
)A2 Vfl(A1+-=--.A0 
\ . \ \ = \ = T id \ > A2 Vgl (h3 ) \ Vfih;j 1 
‘h 
\ 
Vg,KF*flW)) 
Fig. 26. 
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functorial semantics of SF w.r.t SEMFUNCT if FS is closed under composition and 
amalgamated extension in the following sense. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
FS is closed under composition, if we have all for morphisms 
fl : SPECl +SPEC2 andf2: SPEC2+SPEC3 in ASPEC 
FIEFS(SI) and F2~Fs(f2) implies F2oFl~FS(f2ofl) 
FS is closed under amalgamated extension if for each pushout (1) (See Fig. 27) in 
ASPEC 
and for each strongly persistent functor F~Fs(fl) we have: If the amalgamated 
extension F * of F via f 2 in the sense of 2.7 exists then it satisfies F *EFS ( 92). 
The specification frame SF with functorial semantics FS has FS-extensions 
if for each pushout (1) as above and each strongly persistent 
F: Cat(SPECO)+Cat(SPECl) with F~Fs(fl) there is an extension F * of F via 
1’2 with F*EFS(LJ~). 
Remark. (1) The functorial semantics FS assigns to each f a class FS(f) of 
functors FESEMFUNCT. If FS(f) IS empty then the functorial semantics can be 
considered to be undefined forf: If FS(f) . 1s a natural isomorphism class of functors 
the functorial semantics can be considered to be monomorphic, otherwise to be 
polymorphic or loose. 
(2) The functorial semantics of SF as defined above depends on the class of functors 
SEMFUNCT and the function FS. As pointed out by one of the referees this 
definition may be done just in terms of either SEMFUNCT or FS. Given FS as 
a function FS : Mor(ASPEC)-+.Y(FUNCT), where FUNCT is the class of all functors, 
then SEMFUNCT could be defined as the union of all functors in the range of FS. 
Conversely, given SEMFUNCT we could define FS for everyf:SPEC-+SPEC2 in 
ASPEC by 
FS(f)= SEMFUNCTn{F 1 F: Cat(SPECl)+CAT(SPECZ) is functor} 
(3) If the specification frame SF has amalgamation then each functorial semantics 
FS has already FS-extensions. In fact, closure of FS under amalgamated extension 
implies in this case unique extensions and FS-extensions in the same way as in 
Theorem 2.7. 
SPECO fl SPECI 
l-2 
i 
(1) L gl 
SPEC2 
82 
kSPEC3 
Fig. 27 
Theorem 8.4 (Functorial semantics). Given u .spe(jfjcutiOtl,frutnr SF euch c?f’thc,fb//o~~~- 
iny ruumpks of class~.s SEMFUNCT &fines II ,functorial .sc’muntic.s FS ?I’ SF \r.r.t. 
SEMFUNCT: 
(I) SEMFUNCTI = &LS.S of’~rll,frrr constructiotw und 
FS 1 (,f’) = (F, 1 Ff is /q/i &joint to I$ ) 
jbr ,f~ Mor(ASPEC) provided that SF bus ,Jke rrtensions. 
(2) SEM FU NCT2 = c~1as.s of’all ~Y#YY c,on.struc’tiotls and 
FS2(,f‘)= (CF, 1 CF, is right udjoint fo Vf j 
,fbrfi Mor(ASPEC) procided thut SF has cofree extensions, i.e. cofkr c.onstruc.tiot7.s in 
SF urc closed under utnulyamuted r.utension (.w 8.2.2). 
(3) SEMFUNCT3 = c~luss of u/l @nctor.s and 
FS3(f’)= [Ff 1 F,: Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC2)J 
,fbr,f’: SPEC 1 +SPEC2 in Mor(ASPEC) proridrd that SF bus rstrnsion.s. 
(4) SEMFUNCT4 = cluss c?f u/l strotuqly prrsistcwt ,func.tor.s und 
FS4( j’) = (F, 1 F, : Cat(SPECl)+Cat(SPEC2) stronyl~~ prrsistent ) 
fiwf’: SPECl -+SPEC2 in Mor(ASPEC) p rorided thut SF hu.s e.~ten.sion.s. 
(5) SEMFUNCTS :=SEMFUNCTinSEMFUNCT4 and 
FSSi( ,f’)= FSi( f)nFS4( f’) 
,fijr,fiMor(ASPEC) und i= 1. 2 prozidrd thut SF hu.s,fiw or cwfkc estrt~siot~.s in the 
c’uxs i = 1 und i = 2 wspectiivly. 
Remark. In all 5 examples it is sufficient that SF has amalgamations. In this case 
we do not have to require the general existence of free constructions or cofree 
constructions. 
Proof of Theorem 8.4. If SF has amalgamation then it has free extensions (see 2.7) 
cofree extensions (see 8.2.2) and extensions (see 2.7). Moreover persistent functors, free 
constructions and cofree constructions are closed under composition while FSi is 
closed under extension for i = 1 ,2,3,4,5.1,5.2 by assumption in each of the cases. 17 
Definition 8.5 ( Purumeterizrd spec[ficution \vith $rtwtoriul .srmantic~.s). Given a speci- 
fication frame SF=(ASPEC, Cat) and a functorial semantics FS of SF w.r.t. SEM- 
FUNCT. 
(1) A parameterized specification in SF 
PSPEC=(PAR. BOD,s) 
consists of specifications PAR and BOD in ASPEC. called parameter and body’ 
.sprc{ficution respectively. and an ASPEC-morphism s : PAR -tBOD. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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The jiinctorial semantics of PSPEC w.r.t. FS, short FS-semantics, is the class 
FS(s) of functors 
F,:Cat(PAR)+Cat(BOD) (F,EFS(S)), 
where each of these functors is called FS-semanticulfinctor of PSPEC. 
PSPEC is called (internally) FS-correct, if there is a strongly persistent functor 
FseFS(s), called FS-correct semantical functor of PSPEC. 
PSPEC with FS-semantical functor F,: Cat(PAR)-+Cat(BOD) is called model 
FS-correct w.r.t. a model jiinctor M: Cat(MPAR)+Cat(MBOD) and specifica- 
tion morphisms m: MPAR+MBOD, p: MPAR+PAR and b: MBOD-BOD 
with b 0 m = s 0 p if the diagram of Fig. 28 commutes. 
Remarks. (1) The notion of a parameterized specification PSPEC in SF as above 
coincides with that in 3.2.1. The functorial semantics of PSPEC w.r.t. free construc- 
tions FSl (see 8.4.1) coincides with the semantics of PSPEC in the sense of 3.2.2, 
internal FSl-correctness and model FSl-correctness coincides with internal correct- 
ness and mode1 correctness in 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 respectively. 
(2) If the functorial semantics FS is polymorphic (see remark of 8.3) then also the 
following notion of “mode1 class FS-correctness” makes sense: 
PSPEC with FS-semantics FS(s) is called model class FS-correct w.r.t. a class M(m) of 
model functors M: Cat(MPAR)-+Cat(MBOD) and morphisms m, p, and b as in 8.5.4 
if we have 
Vb 0 FS(s) = M(m) 0 VP 
where the composition of a functor F with a class of functors C is defined to be the 
class of all compositions of F with functors in C. 
Metatheorem 8.6 (Parameterized specifications with functorial semantics). Given 
u specificationframe SF with pushouts and ufunctoriul semantics FS of SF in the sense of 
8.3. Then ull the constructions and results in Sections 3 and 4 can be generalized from 
purameterized specifications over SF with (,free) semantics in the sense of 8.4 to 
purumeterized specifications over SF withfunctorial semantics FS in the sense of 8.5 
according to the following modifications. 
(1) Actualization (see 3.3), where no modification is required. 
(2) Correctness and compositionality of actualization (see 3.4) becomes FS-correct- 
ness, i.e. PSPEC3 is FS-correct, and FS-Compositionality, i.e. un FS-correct 
Cat(PAR) bCat(BOD) 
V 
P 
1 
= 
1 
‘b 
Cat(MPAR)M Cat(MBOD) 
Fig. 28 
semuntid ,ftinctor F,,EFS(.S~) (?f’ PSPEC3 is girrn hi 
\vhere F,i ure FS-correct .srm(inti~al,fun~tors c?f’PSPECi (i = 1,2). The assumption 
of’,/kee estensions ,fiw SF in 3.4 can he dropped hecuusr thr e.uistence of’ FS- 
e.utensions is given as purt of’,jirnctorial ,semuntic.s (see 8.3.3). 
(3) Induced model correctness (see 3.5) heconws Induced Model FS-Correctness, i.e. 
correct semanticul ,fiinctor.s Fsi in 3.5 are replaced by FS-correc,t semanticul 
jimctors FiE FS(si),fiw i = I, 2,3, provided thut SF has umalgamation. 
(4) Ail constructions and re.sult.s,from Section 4, 5 and 6 (wfinement, restriction and 
R-implen~erltrrtio~ls), except thr restriction construction of‘ 5.7, lvhich is directl!. 
hasrd on an udjoint ,firnctor (i.e. II jiw c,onstruc,tion), can he c,urried orer to 
urhitrar~~ jirnc~toritrl .semuntic~,s. prwided that SF bus amalyumation. 
Proof. In the proofs of Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we have only used the fact that free 
constructions are closed under composition and extension which is now satisfied by 
the functorial semantics FS according to 8.3.1 and 8.3.2. In all parts we need pushouts 
in ASPEC, in part 2 in addition only the closure of FS under composition and the 
existence of FS-extension, and in part 3 the existence of amalgamations in SF implies 
the existence of unique extensions (see 2.7) for the model functors and uniqueness 
of amalgamation allows to show the required commutativity in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5. 
Refinement. The semantical properties 4.2.1 follow directly from the Definition. 
4.2.2 is equivalent to the induced model correctness Theorem 3.5 (see above). 
R-implementutiorl. R-implementation is defined in 6.1 w.r.t arbitrary semantical 
functors. All proofs are based on the axiomatic definition of restriction (5.4) which 
does not refer to the semantics of parameterized specifications. C 
Discussion 8.7 (Purameterized .specifications ~~ith,firrlc,toriul semantics und construints). 
Similar to Section 7 it makes sense to consider constraints also for parameterized 
specifications with functorial semantics in the sense of 8.5. Again there are two cases. 
In the case of general constraints LC on SF for the parameter and the body part of 
a parameterized specification we only have to replace SF by the induced specification 
frame SFC with constraints in the Definition 8.5 and the Metatheorem 8.6 leading to 
a metatheorem for parameterized specitications with functorial semantics and 
constraints similar to 7.8. If we take SF = EQSF. LC = LQC. the logic of generating 
constraints over EQSF, and the cofree functorial semantics CFS = FS2 (see 8.4.2) then 
Ganzingers final algebra semantics for paramcteriLed specifications (see 1291) is 
a special case. 
In more detail the,fincrl ulgrhru semuntic~s in [29] of a parameterized specification 
PSPEC=(PAR, BOD,s) in EQSF is a functor F: Cat(PAR)ACat(BOD) such that 
F(A) for a PAR-algebra A is a quotient of FREE,(A) by an indistin!juishahilit! 
relation + , i.e. F(A)=FREE,Y(A);-, where I and t’ in FREE,(A) are indistinguishable, 
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if the observable consequences of t and t’ in each parameter sort are equal. From 
Theorem 1 of [29] the following fact is concluded: If the functor F is strongly 
persistent then the restriction CF,: Cat(PAR)+Cat(BODC) of F in the range is the 
right adjoint of the forgetful functor V,: Cat(BODC)+Cat(PAR), where BODC = 
(BOD,GEN(PAR, BOD)), i.e. Cat(BODC) is the full subcategory of Cat(BOD) de- 
fined by all BOD-algebras B which are generated by their parameter part V,(B). In 
other words CF, is the cofree construction of s: PAR+BODC. In order to obtain the 
theory of final algebra semantics for parameterized specifications in the sense of [29] 
as a special case of our framework in a specification frame SF with functorial 
semantics FS and constraints LC we have to consider parameterized specifications 
with induced body constraints similar to the discussions in 7.9. Since we consider 
functorial semantics FS instead of free constructions in 7.9 the induced body con- 
straints have to be redefined by 
CB = s # (CP)uFSGEN(PAR, BOD) 
where BECat(BOD) satisfies the FS-generating constraint FSGEN(PAR, BOD) if 
there is a functor F,EFS(S) such that B= F,o V’,(B). For the special case FS =cofree 
semantics, where the cofree semantics is a quotient of the free semantics, the constraint 
FSGEN(PAR, BOD) implies the constraint GEN(PAR, BOD). This means that the 
corresponding theory of parameterized specifications with functorial semantics and 
induced body constraints developed similar to Steps l-4 of 7.7 leads to an interesting 
generalization of the results for parameter passing of parameterized specifications 
with final algebra semantics in the sense of [29]. 
9. Conclusion 
In this paper we have developed a structural theory of parameterized specifications 
in a specification frame SF which on one hand generalizes the theory of equational 
parameterized specifications in [21] together with corresponding refinement and 
implementation concepts based on initial algebra semantics to specification frames 
with pushouts, free constructions and amalgamations. On the other hand we are also 
able to give a general concept of functorial semantics FS for parameterized specifica- 
tions over SF which includes free constructions, cofree constructions, and all strongly 
persistent functors in connection with loose semantics as special cases. In both cases 
we can extend the theory of parameterized specifications with different notions of 
constraints in an arbitrary logic of constraints. This opens up a wide range of 
application areas including equational, conditional equational, behavioural, view, and 
projection specifications with or without constraints which have been discussed as 
examples in the paper. Additional interesting examples are first order logical specifica- 
tions, sketches in the sense of Barr et al. (see [57,36]), different versions of partial and 
order sorted specifications and specifications for unified algebras in the sense of 
Mosses [44] and different kinds of higher order specifications (see [50,43]). 
Although our concept of functorial semantics FS allows certain kinds of loose 
specifications we refer to a more general approach of loose parameterized specifica- 
tions to [53] and 1171. On the other hand a corresponding structural theory for 
module specifications, generalizing main equational results in [22], have been started 
in 1141 and [lo] and will be given in more detail in [ 1 I]. 
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